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What is economic capital?

l An assessment by management and Directors of the firm of the assets 
required to ensure the business remains solvent after adverse events 
(individually or concurrently) have occurred with a given probability 
over a given time horizon

l An assessment by management and Directors of the firm of the assets 
required to ensure the business remains solvent after adverse events 
(individually or concurrently) have occurred with a given probability
over a given time horizon

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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What is economic capital?

Key phrase Interpretation 
Assets required ● Usually equity plus debt – Tier 1, 2 and 3.
Adverse events ● Market, insurance and operational (including legal) 

risks. 
● Some definitions include business strategy and 

regulatory risk
Given probability ● 99.5th percentile is common for regulators

● Some firms define a higher threshold for internal 
economic capital metrics

Given time period ● Solvency II enshrines a 1-yr time period

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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These combine to yield a 1-yr VaR approach to economic capital 
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Solvency II enshrines the 1-yr VaR paradigm into EU law
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1) What are the risks
2) How do they 

evolve over a 1-yr 
time horizon

3)Given the evolution 
of risks what is the 
value of the balance 
sheet 

4) Rank the balance sheets and 
read off the 99.5th percentile 
value to define the capital 
requirement 

Capital
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Although 1-yr VaR is standard in Europe some insurers 
have considered a run-off paradigm

l An assessment by management and Directors of the firm of the assets 
required to ensure the business can pay claims as they fall due as the 
business currently inforce runs off the books allowing for adverse 
events that may occur over the lifetime of the policies

l An assessment by management and Directors of the firm of the assets 
required to ensure the business can pay claims as they fall due as the 
business currently inforce runs off the books allowing for adverse 
events that may occur over the lifetime of the policies

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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l This is similar to an ∞-yr VaR calculation
l P&C firms typically manage business on a hybrid between 1-yr VaR 

and full run-off considering a 5-yr VaR plus estimate of run-off 
l Some life insurers use this to measure risk appetite
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VaR is a transfer of risk paradigm

l 1-yr VaR seeks to ensure that firms are solvent after adverse events 
that could arise over a 1-yr time horizon have happened … and that in 
these circumstances the liabilities can be transferred to a third party 
reflecting possible “fire sale” value of assets and liabilities in these 
circumstances

l This makes sense from a regulator and possibly shareholder 
perspective
l Regulators typically have annual cycles of intervention 
l Shareholders put capital in the business while retaining their put option to 

exit the business

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Example

We note the following
l If the surplus assets in the base 

position are less than 23, then 
after the stress event the 
business will be insolvent

l The required (economic) capital 
required is 23 or the change in 
surplus under stress

l This is true generally

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 

Base position

Assets Liabilities
Equity 40 BEL 60
Cash 60 Risk margin 10

Surplus 30
Total 100 Total 100

Stressed position

Assets Liabilities
Equity 24 BEL 65
Cash 60 Risk margin 12

Surplus 7
Total 84 Total 84

Change in surplus

Base surplus 30
Stresses surplus 7
Economic loss 23

towerswatson.com
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Economic capital is the change in surplus or “available 
economic capital” under stress
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l In principle just two 
balance sheets are 
needed: base and the 
stressed balance sheet. 

l Key question: which 
balance sheet is the 
“right stressed  balance 
sheet” to model

l How do you define the 
99.5th percentile 
stressed balance 
sheet?
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How do I choose which is the appropriate stressed 
balance sheet?

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 

“… for insurers to consider how this liability might
change in reasonably realistic adverse scenarios …” — Individual 

Capital Assessment, UK

“… plausible adverse scenarios …” —
Dynamic Capital Adequacy Testing, Canada

“… on a basis that is more conservative than best estimate and 
that considers scenarios of adverse experience ...” —

Capital Adequacy Standard, Australia

towerswatson.com
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Events can be too extreme … outside a “risk appetite”

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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The first risk model for many firms is a “stress test correlation 
matrix” which requires one balance valuation per risk plus the base

l The base balance sheet is valued
l Stresses for each risk are defined at 

the target percentile – e.g. 99.5th

l Univariate stresses are valued for 
each risk – this produces a capital 
requirement per risk

l These are combined using a 
correlation matrix

l Method is referred to as:
l Delta normal
l Stress test correlation matrix

l This risk model was standard in the 
UK under the ICA regime for about 10 
years

l The Solvency II standard formula is an 
example of this method
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This can be expressed as follows …

l Aggregate capital =

l Where Ci is the capital required for the ith risk and ρij is the correlation 
between ith and jth risk

l This is valid under assumptions we will come onto in the next section

∑ ∑i j jiij CCρ

towerswatson.com
© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Example: risks are fat-tailed 

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved.
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The heavy tailed 
distribution has a
lower probability 
of medium sized 
events

The heavy tailed distribution 
has a greater probability of 
very small and very large events
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Example – risk movements exhibit tail dependency
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Example: the balance sheet is nonlinear
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In summary … a better risk model is needed

Assumption
1. Risks are assumed to be jointly 

normal (jointly elliptic) 
2. The balance sheet behaves 

linearly with risk
3. Losses are separable
4. Losses are combined using a 

simple correlation matrix
5. A single point of the PDF is 

generated
6. Tax, fungibility, management 

actions are ignored

Reality
1. In practice risks have fat-tailed 

distributions
2. The balance sheet is behaves 

nonlinearly
3. Losses are not separable
4. Risks dependency is better 

represented by complex copulae
5. Multiple points on the PDF are 

required under Solvency II
6. Tax, fungibility, management 

actions impact capital

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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The technical shortcomings aren’t the whole issue … management needs risk 
information to be timely to enable business decisions to be taken
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Four alternatives to the correlation matrix approach emerged; 
Monte Carlo “loss function” methods dominate

Correlation 
matrix 
methods

Solvency II 
standard 
formula 

Monte Carlo 
– market risk
(replicating 
portfolio)

Replicating portfolio approaches 
were adopted pre-2010. 
Implementation difficulties and lack 
of coverage of non-market risk were 
the key difficulties Loss function approaches 

dominate implementations – they 
have established themselves as 
the new “norm”

Monte Carlo 
of
all risks 
(loss 
functions)

Nested solutions have been adopted by very few 
firms — deemed to be tomorrow’s technology. 
Struggle to meet risk management objectives

A few firms have retained the “correlation matrix” structure for an 
Internal Model with ad hoc techniques to allow for nonlinearity. The 
methods are hard to validate and are coming under increased scrutiny 
from regulators

Full, nested 
stochastic

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved.
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The new norm is a direct implementation of the 1-yr VaR 
calculation using Monte Carlo simulation
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1) What are the risks?
2) How do they evolve 

over a 1-yr time 
horizon?

3) Given the evolution 
of risks what is the 
value of the balance 
sheet? 

4) Rank the balance sheets and read 
off the 99.5th percentile value to 
define the capital requirement 

Capital
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The Monte Carlo approach creates implementation challenges –
proxy models are used to overcome these

l The Monte Carlo approach 
requires 100,000’s of valuations

l To address this the balance 
sheet is represented via a “proxy 
model” – often called a loss 
function 

l Use of a proxy model separates 
calibration of the economic 
capital (using the ALM systems) 
from reporting using the 
economic capital model

l Decoupling addresses the speed 
problem when reporting

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved.
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The “standard” proxy model is a polynomial approximation to 
the balance sheet

Value of Balance Sheet
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This move to the Monte Carlo approach can be seen across the 
CRO Forum

Approach – CRO Forum Firms
Monte Carlo simulation with all risk loss functions 9

Monte Carlo simulation with market risk replicating portfolios 4 or 5

Other approaches – mainly P&C 4

Stress test approach – believed to be planning to switch 2

Unknown 4 or 3

The Monte Carlo approach has established itself as the new 
norm – it provides technical and risk management benefits

MARKET PRACTICE
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A key benefit is the separation of the tools used to calibrate 
the economic capital model from the reporting process

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved.
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The model architecture is as follows

Processes run daily, 
weekly or monthly

EC model owned by Capital 
Modeling Team, accessible by all 

elements of the business
Process run 1 – 4 

times per year

Calibration Capital Model Systems Reporting

External 
data, e.g., 
Bloomberg

Output
Data
store

Input 
Data
store

Business users — direct 
querying of model

Querying Tools 
Generating Outputs

Reports
ORSA/
FLAOR

Monthly
solvency

report

Economic 
capital 
model

Work Flow/ETL 
Tools Managing 

Inputs

ALM 

ESG

Reports
Reports

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved.
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How do you find a multi-dimensional polynomial that fits 
the balance sheet?

Value of balance sheet l Methods of derivation
l Curve fitting 
l LSMC
l LSMC + sampling

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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If the balance sheet is almost linear curve fitting can be used

l Curve fitting is the process whereby a curve or surface is fitted to full 
balance sheet runs.
l For simple portfolios this is a good method
l For more complex portfolios firms are using hundreds of valuations

l An industry is created in “validation of proxy models”

(1) Calibration scenarios         (2) Fitting the polynomial
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Least Squares Monte Carlo fits a curve from a single valuation 
– if the valuation is stochastic

l Consider a put option

l Taylor expansion

l Simulate and regress the payoff against the underlying asset value

( )
2 1( ) · ( )  · ( )  r T tS SP K e N d N d− −= − − −

2( ) · ·P S b S Sa c≈ ++ + L

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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A combination of LSMC and policy sampling can be used to 
generate loss functions for deterministic liabilities

l Perform liability valuations using a small random subset of policies for 
each risk factor

l Regress present value of liabilities against risk factor variables

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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We are going to focus on embedding in the 
day-to-day management of risk, starting with 

the risk strategy

Embedded the model means developing …

towerswatson.com
© 2013 Towers Watson. All rights reserved.

Solvency monitoring

External reporting

Risk strategy, risk appetite, risk limits

Corporate strategy, M&A, restructuring 

Product strategy
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5
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Embedding, moving beyond monitoring and reporting, 
starts from risk strategy

What risks to take? How much risk to take?

Risk Strategy
Board view of philosophy towards risk-trading necessary to achieve the mission

Risk Preferences
Risks that need to be taken deliberately in the 

expectation of creating value

Risk Tolerances
Quantitative statement of the amount of aggregate 

risk the organization will tolerate

Risk Attractiveness
Tactical assessment of specific risks, reflecting 

current conditions

Risk Limits
Granular operational controls on specific risks; 

relevant and convenient to monitor

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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We divide capital into core, buffer and excess – risk strategy 
defines and articulates how these are managed

Core capital
Required to meet:
l Regulatory minimums
l Rating agency minimums
l Any other minimums

Buffer capital
Sufficient to protect against 
most short-term fluctuations

Normal buffer 
operating range

De-risk
and strengthen 
capital

Target capital
Excess capital

Release
capital

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Making this practical … we articulate risk limits for a notional 
company 

Capital under 
stress tests 

All external capital requirements should be covered after specific 
stress tests

Risk mix is in line 
with preferences

No more than 50% of required capital should be linked to any 
individual risk or risk class at all probabilities up to 1:200

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Dashboards are used to monitor compliance with Risk 
Strategy

Dashboards look at:
• Risk mix
• Solvency under 

stressed scenario 

Commentary
• Significant excess capital, even 

in stressed scenarios.
• Good mix of risks.

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Consider buying a block of business

Commentary
• Excess capital removed
• More than 50% of capital comes 

from equity risk
• No longer covering capital 

requirements in more onerous 
stresses

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Implement a hedge

Commentary
• Improved balance of risk, equity 

now less than 50%
• Capital requirements now 

covered in all but one of the 
stresses

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Merge life companies

Commentary
• Overall risk mix unchanged
• Now able to realise 

diversification benefit between 
all life business

• Capital requirements covered 
under all stresses

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
towerswatson.com
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Conclusions

l Capital modelling is not new … Insurers have been implementing for 
over 10 years

l Solvency II and the credit crunch gave real impetus 
l Initial models have been superseded by a “better risk model”
l The all risk simulation approach is becoming the new norm
l This is implemented by both large and small insurers
l Specialist software has emerged for both life and P&C insurers
l The new norm creates a separation between the calibration and 

reporting
l Best practice models deliver complex assessments of capital and the 

capability to create a robust daily risk report

© 2014 Towers Watson. All rights reserved. 
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Capital modelling has become mainstream
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